
Questions and answers to suppliers regarding the acquisition of Eco Log 
Group AB 

Which company acquires Eco Log Group AB?  
A majority of Eco Log Group AB is acquired by Lazarus Industriförvaltning AB – an investment 
company specialized in operational turn-around of companies facing significant challenges. By 
combining access to capital with experience of operational turn-around, Lazarus can strengthen Eco 
Logs' position and offering moving forward. Lazarus already owns companies such as Eurosteel 
Nybro, AH Automation, Stockholm Reparationsvarv and other manufacturing industrial companies. 

Read more about Lazarus on www.lazarus.se 

Which companies are part of Eco Log Group AB?  
The following companies are a part of Eco Log Group: Eco Log Sweden AB, SP Maskiner i Ljungby AB, 
Gremo AB, Maskinservice i Norden AB and Eco Log Försäljning AB.  
 
Why is Eco Log Group AB acquired by Lazarus Industriförvaltning AB? 
Lazarus acquires a majority of Eco Log Group AB because they see potential in the company and the 
industry. Lazarus has extensive experience of working with operational turn-arounds and they see 
good opportunities to strengthen Eco Log Group's position in the future.  
 
Will Eco Log Group AB continue to deliver as usual despite the acquisition?  
Yes, the business continues as usual.  
 
What does the acquisition mean for suppliers/creditors? 
The acquisition means that Eco Log brings in new owners who believe in the business. They invest 
capital that strengthens cash flow, which means that Eco Log will be able to be a long-term and 
stable customer also in the future. It is proof that there is a healthy core in our business that can 
generate profitability. Eco Log has been around for more than 60 years, through the acquisition we 
lay the foundation for at least another 60 years.  
 
Will Eco Log Group AB continue to deliver as usual despite the acquisition?  
Yes, the business continues just as usual. 
 
How does the acquisition affect Eco Log Sweden AB, which is undergoing a reorganization?  
The acquisition of Eco Log Group means that the business will have the capital required for a new 
start. The acquisition gives the entire Eco Log Group, and in particular Eco Log Sweden AB, the right 
conditions to conduct long-term sustainable operations. 
 
Where can I find more information about Eco Log Sweden AB's reorganization?  
You can find more information about Eco Log Sweden AB's reorganization on 
https://ecologforestry.com/en/news/ 
 
Where can I turn if I have more questions about the acquisition?  
You can always contact your regular contact person at Eco Log. You can also email Alan 
Anderson at alan.anderson@ecologforestry.com or Niklas Jonsson, vd Eco Log Sweden, at 
niklas.jonsson@ecologforestry.com. If you have questions about Eco Log Sweden AB's 
reorganization, you can turn to Linda Schenholm at linda.schenholm@carler.se. 
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